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PALIMPSEST AND THE ARCHITECTURE OF TIME

Patrick Brendan Foley

ABSTRACT
The Palimpsest of time is ever changing.

Mankind has tried to understand and utilize time through many lenses.
Through the concepts of Khronographics, Kairographics and the Technics,
architecture can be used as a means of expressing and revealing time.

To my family, without you none of this is poss ible.
To my committee, I am forever indebted to you for your wisdom and inspiration.
To my friends, thank you for evelything.
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Key Concepts

Khronos + Kairos
time as constant vs time as moments

Khronos- The greek god and personification of time. Portrayed as having wings on the back signifying his movement as time. He is portrayed as an
old man "father time" and is generally holding an homglass representing times inevitable end. Khronos is the representation of time as chronological
and linear. Khronos can be viewed as time in which we all live, and regardless of what is happening Khronos is always moving forward. The future is
always looked upon with either hope or anxiety as no one knows if it will come.
Kairos- The greek god and personification of time as opportunity. Portrayed as having wings on the back and feet as a testament of his speed. He is
shown with a lock of hair flowing on one side of his head and bald on the other. This represents how easy he is to catch as he approaches yet when he
passes there is nothing to grab hold of;, opportunity has passed. He holds a scale weighing both good and bad luck. Kairos, IUllike Khronos, is not
always flowing; Kairos is the here and now, the present. Kairos represents moments of significance; they are qualitative and extraordinary.

In the context of the thesis the concepts will be used to describe time as two very different yet apparent concepts. Khronos on one hand will be evident
through various means of chronological time, as well as through the aging process in which the building exists.Kairos on the other hand becomes
more of an ethereal concept, it can be evident through different systems that are influenced by Khronos through cyclical events, the SlUl, rain, wind,
and other elements. Kairological time is mea suered as moments.
"Use time, or time wil/ use y ou. "
old proverb
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Khronos
and the built envionnnent

All materials exist within khronos and are therefore aged through weather, nature, and human use. While buildings in the modem age aim at perfection
and agelessness, the true beauty exists within the impelfect and aging these works experience. Mankind can find a cOllilectionwithin this aging process
as it represents and substantiate s the building as a testament of time and craft,. Through the patina of wear from the weather. With the growth of nature
and building's ability to absorb the presence of human interaction, ones existential sense is heightened within the presence of that which supersedes the
span of ones life.
"One can see how bUildings constructed rapidly by indifferent men with indifferent plans, using remotly made and general parts are bound to create
indifference at best. Thses bUildings lack significance to anyone and are less real for it. "
-Michael Benedikt
For GIl Architecture of Reality
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Kairos
and the mban context

Time can be charted through many apertmes. Within the mban setting one can sense time through an acute understanding of one's surroundings.
Kairos exists all around a personwithin this setting. Kairos is constantly changing ba sed on khronos, events such as the moming, lunch, and evening
lUsh of people and cars. Kairos can be measmed as something as simple as the changing leaves of the trees outside. Cyclical events such as the
seasons, or even the suns position in the sky are all indicators of Kairos.

" We have a mental need to experience the reality that we are rooted ill the cOlltinuity of time. "
-Juhani Pallasmaa
The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture alld the Senses
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Materials as Time Keepers
Materials have the ability to show through their aging process a depth and character that only is brought out through time. Natural materials degrade
and must be maintained, without this craft thematerial will continue to age and show its true characteristics. Materials have the possiblity of becoming
anthromOlphic, or giving conciousness to inanimate objects, through their various uses, and characteristics materials can give a presence of wan nth,
light, coolness, scale, etc .. Materials have purity of substance and are appreciated for their romantic conotation as an object that is affected by time.
Materials while going through this aging process can join the urban built envionnnent with the natural. The surface of a building is ever changing , the
patina and growth of new skin allow oneto recognise the necess ity to revere or change the surface.
"Aging adds enhancement and the idea that various markings alld layers of surface reward and allow one to recollect earlier stages in history of a
buildillg and the humall life associated with it. "
-David Letherbarrow
011 Weatherillg: the Life of Buildillgs ill Time
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Craftsmanship
kairos and the clockmaker
quality a measuremnt of time
TIle importance of the craftsman in the modern world is far less significant then ever before. In the modem era of speed and high demand an interest
in high quality time-consmning endeavors ha s been lost. As a re sult mass production strips the importance of craft from products and relegates the well
crafted to only objects for the wealthy. Craftsmen have existed to create based on a moral imperative to benefit their cOIIlllllmities,as well as the
competitive drive to create and seek reward. TIle clockmaker who lives within khronos is constantly working within kairos, to create objects that
display khronos.
In the context of the thesis craft represents the aspects of time in which the end user of this project will find themselves. Whether through the
construction of time pieces, or via the maintanence perfonned on the building this sense of craft as time will be expressed.
"The craftsman represents the desire to do something well, concrete, for its
involvment with materials. "

OWII

sake. What keeps them going is the belief ill their work alld

-Richard Sennett
The Craftsmall

II

Technics
Time as measmed through technological advancements
The Technics is a concept derived by Mr. Lewis Mmnford. The development of technology is divided into three overlapping phases: eotechnic,
paleo technic and neotechnic.
Eotechnic- The eotechnic phase of civilization represents a civilization in nUle with the world in which one lives. The use of natural materials easily
manipulated by man as well as simple machines. This techinc represents time as a slow and based on the elements.
Paleotechinc- The paleotechnic phase of civilization sees the advent of the industrialized city. With the introduction of mechanical instnunents and the
regulation of a work day no longer based on how much light the SlUl produces, the homs of work become longer and mass production of materials and
products arrives. Time is starting to become fa ster, and demand forces supply to quicken.
Neotechnic- TIle neotechinc phase sees the transmission of data and speeds lUlperceived to the eye. TIle neotechnic phase is about lighter, faster, taller,
and sees no end as this phase represents civilization no longer necessarily relying on the restrictions of nanrre or reality.

"The clock has been the foremost machine in modern technics; and and at each period it has remained in the lead: it marks a peifection toward which
other machines aspire. "
- Lewis Mmnford
Technics and Civilization
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Palimpsest
Palimpsest comes from the greek word palimpsestus meaning scraped again. Palimpsest within art is used in reference to writing materials such as
parchment or stone, which have had text and imagelY removed and then had their surface reused. Palimpsest can be used to also refer to something
having many layers that have revealed themselves through their juxtaposition.

In the context of the thesis, the concept of palimpsest represents time as layers of existing and new aspects of the built enviOlmnent, and how through
their juxtaposition a sense of the various times can be expressed.

"The only reason for Nme is so everyth i1lg does1I 't happen at once. "
-Albert Einstein

PALIMPSEST
THE LAYERS OF TIME T HAT HAVE BU I LT UP
AS WEL L AS EROD ED TO FORM WHAT EXI STS
AT T H E PR ESENT

KHRONOS
T HE CONSTANT FORWARD MOT IO N OF TI ME
-TH E D I SPLAY OF T IME T H ROUGH CHRONOLOGICA L MEANS
-TH E DEGREDATION OF MATERIAL T H ROUGH T IME

KAIROS
MOMENTS OF T I ME
-THE D ISP LAY OF T IME T H ROUG H CYCLES OR SPECIF I C EVENTS
-THE MOMENT OF CHANGE W IT HI N TIME

TECHNICS
•

EOTEC H N IC

•

PALEOTEC H N IC

•

NEOTECHNIC
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The Clocktower
Although generally perceived as purely aesthetic creation now the clock tower use to selve a velY important fimction within the towns and communities
they were created. In our modern era time can be fOlUld on nearly all electronic objects that we cany on our person. But when time was not a regulated
element of society the clock tower, or bell tower would chime to infonll the townspeople of the conclusion of their day or to report to the
town square or the approaching mass. When time became more standardized and mechanized the clock tower became a symbol, indicating the work
day. And this along with mechanization allowed for the industrial revolution as time and mass production became more important. Today clock
towers seem to be purely aesthetic but if a tower could reintroduce means of displaying time and its effects perhaps a new appreciation can be garnered.

"The clock is not merely a means of keeping track of the hours, but ofsynchr01lizi1lg the acti01ls of men. "

-Lewis Mumford
TecJmics and Civilization
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" Figure 1, Vincent, Frederic. "Stonehenge" 7 April 2008"

"Figure 3, "Jaipur ObservatOly" 30 March 2005"

" Figure 2, Green, Peter. "Clock tower of San Marco" 5 JlUle 2006"
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Monuments to Time
precedents of Khronos and Kairos
Mankind through its lust for knowledge and IUlderstanding has created places that define time as both Khronos and Kairos. These monuments to time
stood as testaments to the significance of man's necessity to measure moments within one's existence.
-Stonehenge an ancient burial grOlUld marked by huge stones in a circular pattem in the English countryside. The megalithic stmcture features a
system of marking the rising sun in dming the winter solstice.
-St. Marks Clock tower a renaissance building located within Piazza san Marco in Venice the clock-tower was built not only to symbolize and express
the current time but also featmes a system for displaying the astrological cycle , the phases of the moon, and the twenty four hour clock cycle.
-Jantar Mantar is a collection of architectural astronomical instruments, built in Jaipur. The obseIVatory consists of fourteen major geometr·ic devices
for measuring time, predicting eclipses, tracking stars and holds significant importance as as ancient Indian astr·onomers used the facilityfor religious
pmposes.
"Measuri1lg time means imposing a certai1l order based on selected temporal refrences and maintai1ling it. "
-Jaqueline de BOlu·going
The Calendar: History, Lore, and Legend
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SUND IAL

MECHANICAL CLOCK

DIG ITAL CLOCK

Technics diagram in relation to the types of chronological time display systems.
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A MEANS O F SECURING A LI VING

THE CREATION OF TH E MAC HI NE

T H E ASCENS ION TO DREAMS

Technics diagram displaying relations to the metaphorical attributes of the shop, atelier, and home.
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Technics diagram showing the stages of growth as building systems evolved.
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Technics diagram showing the implementation of hierarchy for the clock tower and its program.
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- HANDICRAFT
- NATURAL MATERIALS EASILY MANIPULATED BY MAN
-WOOD, STONE, BRICK, ANIMAL SKINS
- MAN IS HARMONIOUS WITH NATURE
-VERY HEAVY, SLOW CONSTRUCTION

-MASS PRODUCTION
- NATURAL MATERIALS FORGED INTO NEWER MATERIALS
- IRON , STEEL, CONCRETE
-MAN DOMINATES NATURE THROUGH TECHNOLOGY
-HEAVY, FASTER CONSTRUCTION

-AUTONOMY
-MATERIALS CREATED BY MAN
-GLASS , POLYMERS , FIBERS, ALLOYS , INFORMATION
-MAN TRIES TO PROTECT NATURE
-LIGHTWEIGHT, RAPID CONSTRUCTION
Technics diagram showing the comlection between time, craft and construction.
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Techincs diagram showing that through the reclimation ofteclmic types a new typology manifests.
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Site
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When the time came to choose a site that would help display and interact with the concepts of the thesis the choice was simple. Old Town Alexandria
is a IUlique place tUlto itself, it possesses a clear indication of its heritage but also embraces modern society as well. The King Street axis wa s
particularly interesting as it provides a clear delineation of the technics as building systems evolved as the city grew. Alexandria wa s one offhe
original ports within the colony of Virginia and was fOlUlded in the early 17005. The historic center that is old town, ha s a high concentration of
boutiques, fine re staurants,antique shops and theatres. It is a major draw as a tourist destination and place of night life. TIlis suits into the
concentration of time as an aspect of detennining site. These activities and businesses all rely and use time as an aspect of their existence whether it
be the antiquities, or the hand crafted or even the night life time is heavily displayed in this city.

29
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The site is located at the comer of King Street and Commerce Street. CIUTentiy the site is occupied by a rather mundane lUg store that dominates the
surface area. The site offers lUuneasurable oppummityin adding a place of gathering, a mid-point in the King Street corridor, and a new attraction to
heighten the interest in Old Town Alexandria .

30

....
•
Within the context of the site are a large munber of old growth trees as well as plants. Not only is there a metaphysical comlection between the age of
a tree and Illall but there is also a display ofKairos through the seasons and the changing of the trees that help Illall IUlderstand subconsiciously that
time is displayed. The age of the tree through Khronos also leaves an impression on Illall that previous entities have existed before himself.
31
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One of the most interesting parts offhe site is the diagonal road, commerce street. At one point this road ran diagonally through old town as a means
of connecting the city with the western trade routes. Today the road has no real purpose and ha s become a weak link within the city grid. 111is diagram
expresses that the other axes are more substantial and thicker routes with pedestrian and vehicular traffic, while commerce hinders this system.
32

•
In order to create a stronger grid and also open the site up for flUther development, commerce will become a cul-de- sac and selve as more of a parking
area for the residents afOlUld the site, while leaving a presence as part of the palimpsest of the site. This elimination of the road will help strengthen the
other axes fOlUld in the city grid.
33

Old town is known for its boutiques, artisans, and antique shops. In the context of the thesis it was important to find a place that would have a large
presence of crafts people whose work specifically deals with time. Placing an object that would have a civic presence, as well as a pre sence that adds to
the natme of fine crafts people. The buildings in gray represent the locations of artisans, antique dealers, boutiques as well as fine restamants.
34

When alexandria was founded the system of city planing wa s an evolution of the roman grid, which has been used throughout the world as a means
of organizing cities. A unique aspect to the city gridof Alexandria is the six degree rotation clockwise fi:om the cardianl directions. Along with the
near perfect organization of north to south this allows for the use of the sun as a means of clearly indicating time within the site. TIlis alignment also
allows for the harnessing of many natural elements, from hamessing solar energy to capturing the wind in a means of not only showing time as
Kairos but also using the orientation as a means of creating a more sustainable building.
35

This diagram represents the sun path over the comse of a year in regards to the site. As a means of projecting both Khronos and Kairos the sun may
be one of the most important elements in detennining the site for the project. With a near perfect Northern orientation the Stul will play a major
role in the display of Khronos and Kairos within the site, as well as the placement of elements to hamess the sun.
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SITE

One of the most sinificant aspects of the site has to be the major axis that runs directly to the north.King street within the context of Old Town
Alexandria is the major artery that connects the river with the Masonic Temple located to the west. The site' s central location within this context
allows for the inclusion ofa new civic piece to mediate the connection of the waterfront and the masonic temple.
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Old Town Alexandria was found ed on the shore of the Potomac River, as the city grew a progressionto the West and North were made. One of the
most interesting aspects of Old Town is this clear delineation of the technics as the city expanded to the north and west.
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The comer of King and Commerce is significant in the near central location in the King street corridor. The corner site has a large presence on King
Street and will serve as an ideal location for a new civic piece of architecture.
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4" WATER PIPE
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" Figure 4, Shephard, Steven. "Alexandria Archaeology Muselffil - Fire Well and Cistem". 22 Nov. 2009."

Pump at the corner of King and Commerce, ca 1900.

Old Diagonal Pump

The pmnp was a solid piece of timber about nine feet long and one foot in diameter with an estimated weight of 400 pOlUlds.
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TIle Clepsydra
A greek word, that literally mean water thief, a clepsydra is a clock powered
by the forces ofwafer.One of the earliest ways of telling time was throgh
the use of large pots that would leak water into another in a means of
showing through a measured volmne of water the time passing. As the
mechanization of the world was coming so did the mechanization of
clepsydra s. Using a system of gears and plungers the clepsydra would display
time through a mechanized system. Even in our neotechnic society such
clepsydra s still exist and are used to operate digital time devices
A New Attraction
Within the context of the city the clepsydra will become a means of
showing the importance of craftand the nature of quality within the city of
Alexandria. The clepsydra will bridge the Potomac waterfront with the
Ma sonic Temple. Like the Old Town waterfront and the Masonic Temple
the new clepsydra will draw tourists and people interested in the unique and
qualtiy made. The clepsydra will also selv e as one of the attractions of Old
Town and help revitalize the in-between space of the water front and
Ma sonic Temple.
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PROPOSED
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The site of the Clepsydra much like Old Town, ha s evolved throughout the city's histOly, an aspect of time, The Palimpsest allows for the showing
of time through the layers that have existed before. Using this concept the reflecting pool in which the Clepsydra will sit will show through its
various elevation changes the previous layers that have existed on the site. As the Clepsydra runs the water level will fluctuate and recede showing
these various layers.
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2.

The transformation of the tower as the thesis
began 10 develop and ultimately led 10 the finished
product.
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3.

NEOTECHN

l.

STEEL STRUCTURE ON
CONCRETE BASE .

WOODEN STRUCTURE ERECTED ON
STONE BASE.
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" Figure 5, "Trajans Column" 12 April 2008."

" Figure 6, "Tower of Babel" 20 March 2010."

Trajans Coimnn, is a column located in Rome which depicts, through its upward
spiraling reliefs the victories of the Romans in the Dacian wars.
The Tower of Babel was a tower in Babylon, through its spiraling growth
symbolically reached for the heavens in man's quest for the dominance of earth and the
heavens.
Similar to the precedents, the Clepsydra tower, through its various techinc towers
strives to show that through each of these techincs mankind strives to reach for the
heavens and signify its dominance over the earth.
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Eiffel's Tower Assemblage

" Figure 7, Eiffel, Gustave. "Constmction of the Eiffel Tower", La Tour De Trois Cents Metres, 1900."

Eiffel 's paleotechinc tower represents the period of gaining speed, the use of the iron and bolt constmction rising to the heavens in such speed
unimaginable at the time. It is a testament to its time and now an icon of the city it resides in.
The following page traces the steps in the erection of the Clepsydra tower.The process of assemblege begins with the arduous task of erecting the
reclaimed timber beams and slowly staking them to the achieved height. The height is based on the surrounding context of the eotechinc homes and
offices. TIle paleotechinc becomes faster in assemblage as it is IUlifonn and bolted. the tower now becomes similar in height to other paleotechinc
buildings in the vicinity. TIle fInal leg of the tower is the fastest to assemble the lightweight steel and glass manufactured to the exacting detail come
together and aim for the heavens.
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Process of Assemblage

Eotechnic

Paleotechnic

Neotechnic
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Time Keeping Devices - North Facade

DI G ITA L FACAD E, A N EO TE C H N I C FACA DE TH AT
CAN DI SPLAY DI G ITA L I N FORMATI ON AS W ELL AS
H ARN ESS THE SUN V IA SOLAR C ELLS.

M EC H AN I CA L C LOC K A PA LE O TEC H N I C I NS T RUM EN T
US ED T O TELL TI M E I N AN ANA LOG MANN ER.

WATER C H AM BE R USE D TO CA PTU RE WATE R FROM
THE REFLEC TI NG PON D. THI S BUILDS U P OVER THE
COURS E O F AN H OUR I ND I CATI NG THE PASSAG E O F
M I NUTE S. A FTER AN H O UR THE WATE R I S RELEAS ED
T O POWER THE WATER W HEEL O F THE C LE PSYD RA.

R.EFLEC TI NG PON D TH AT OVER THE COURS E O F AN
H OU R THROUG H ITS LOSS O F WATE R REVEA LS THE
LAY ERS O F THE PREV I OUS ST RUCT U RE S BE N EA TH.

Time Keeping Devices - South Facade

THE WOO DE N LOUVRES ARE MAD E FROM THE
PRI M ITI V E EO TEC HI NC WOO D , YET THEY SERV E A
MORE HI G H TEC H PURPOS E. ANG LED T O A LLEV IATE
THE H ARS H SUN I N THE SUMMER YET A LLOW SUN
T O PE N ETRATE I N THE W I N TER. THE LOUVRES A LSO
SERV E AS TI M E KEEPE RS AS THEY W ILL LI KE THE
MOS T O F THE BU IL D I NG SUCCUM B T O THE AG I NG
PROC ESS, A LLOWI NG K H RONOS AND KA I ROS TO
BE DI SPLAYED.

THE BELL T OWER ANOTHER O F THE EO TEC H N I C
TI M E K EEPI NG D EV I C ES, THE WOOD EN ST RUCT U RE
A LONG W ITH THE COP PER BELL W ILL DI SPLAY BO TH
K H RONOS AN D KA IROS TH ROUG H THEIR AG I NG
PROCESS . THE TOWER A LSO C HI MES EV ERY H OU R
THRO U G H THE I N TE RACTI ON W ITH THE G EA R
DRI V EN C LE PSYD RA.

SUN DI A L THE MOS T EM I N EN T O F EO TEC H N I C TI M E
K EE PERS FAC ES TH E SOUTH. THE VE I NS O F THE
D IA L A RE MAD E O F CO PPER TO A LLOW K H RONOS
AN D KA IROS T O TAKE THEIR EFFEC T.
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Time Keeping Devices - East Facade
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THE W EDG E SH A PE O F THE SKYLI G HT NOT ON LY
LETS I N LI G HT AND A LLOWS THE OWN ER T O GAZE
OUT AT THE I N FI N ITE SPAC E, IT A LSO SERV ES AS
GNOMON O F THE SITES SUND IA L.

THE GLASS FEAT U RE S A M I XT URE O F BO TH L.E.D
AN D FRIT TEC H NO LOGY US ED T O H ARV EST
SOLAR POWER AS ANOTHER M EANS O F POWERI NG
THE C LEPSYDRA AN D THE BU IL D I NG .
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THE ELEVAT O R, W HI C H I S DRI V EN THROUG H THE
G EARS O F THE C LE PSYD RA I S ON LY AVA I LA BLE AT
THE T U RN O F THE H O UR.
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Time Keeping Devices - West Facade

THE SATELITE D IS HES ARE US ED TO BROA D CAS T
THE ATOM IC C LOCK SIGNA L.

CO PPE RSUN SH ADE S ON TH E W EST FACADE
ARE US ED TO CONV EY TI M E V IA THEI R MOV EMEN T AN D AG I NG . THEY ALSO SERVE THE
PU RPOS E O F REGULATI NG THE H ARS H W ESTE RN
SUN LI G HT.

THE W I ND G ENERATOR IS USE D TO GATHE R
EN ERGY V IA THE W ESTERN W IN D TH AT BLOWS
TH ROUG H THE AREA. ALSO D IS PLAY ING KA IROS
VIA ITS MOVEM EN T.

THE CUTOUT IN TH E CONCRETE FACA DE G IVES
VISIBLE ACC ESS TO THE WATE R C HAM BE R AN D
ITS TI M E MARKI NG SYS TE M .

II
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The Building

57

The site plan for the proposed Clepsydra tower. TIle drawing uses the concept of the palimpsest to show through various layers within the drawing
the plans of the city in 1885, as well as today, and with the proposed plan for the tower.
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A.

B.

c.

D.

A. Summer Solstice B. Winter Solstice

C. Smllmer Equinox D. Winter Equinox
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Level one -- Street Level

1. View of l1lfee technic
stair system as exiting the
building.
2. View of the clepsydra 's
water wheel and eotechnic
and paleo technic systems.
3. View of the primalY power
generating wind mill. along
with the neotechnic steel
framing system.
4. View from the South of
the tower and its various
technics.

N
Scale:

1 "~8 '

Level two - TIle GallelY

4.

1. View of the neotechnic
glass platfonn viewing one
of the primary drive gears
for the clepsydra.
2. View from inside the show
room of the ga llelY with a
look to the north.
GALLERY

3. View of the eotechinc
bell tower converging with
the paleotechinc steel
tower.

3.

4. View of the concrete and
steel constmction of the
paleotechnic tower. with a
glimpse of the main water
storage tank for the
clepsydra.

N
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Scale:

1 "~ 8'

2.

3.

4.

Level Three - The Atelier

4.
I. View of the clock-maker' s
table looking to the east.

the table is assembled using
the three teclUlics.

3.

2. View of the workroom of
the atelier looking north
with a glimpse of the clock
face.

ATELIER

2.

3. View of the copper sun
screen system. Each panel is
hinged and also tells time
via Kairos as the wind shifts
the panels as it blows.
4. View of the clock face and

the paleoteclmic steel.

N
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Scale:
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1.

2.

3.

4.

Level Four - The Living Area

I. View of the living area

looking towards the north.
2. View of the living area
looking towards the east.
3. View of the dining area
looking west at the copper
screening system.
4. View of the kitchen area
looking south al the sun
shading louvres.

N
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Scale: I "~ 8'

1.
3.

2.
4.
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Level Five - The Bedroom

1. View of the bedroom
looking to the north.
2. View of the bedroom
looking to the east.
3. View of the bedroom
looking down to the living
area and to the west.
4. View of the bedroom
looking south towards the
bathroom.
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Level Six - The rooftop

1. View of the dish array used
to broadcast the atomic
time.

2. View of the mechanical
systems looking south. the
solar cells located within
the glass send energy to
these units where it is
utilized throughout the
building.
3. View of the converging
paleotechllic and neotechnic towers.
4. View of the copper and
wood SlUl shading device s.
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TIle Section drawings show the transition of light as the seasons change as
well as how the day and night affect the buildings condition.
TIle section on the previous page shows how the passive systems are used
to control the lighting levels in the summer and winter. Through these
louvered systems the building can take advantageofthe neutral northern
and eastern light yet,block the overabundant southern and western
light in the summer years. On the other hand during the winter months the
louvers will let in a plentiful amount of southern and westem light
as the StUlS position is lower in the sky. This system not only pass ively will
heat and cool the building but will also provide ample lighting conditions
to help alleviate the amount of energy used on lighting.
TIle section on this page shows the north facade cut looking south. to the
right or western side of the building the wind generator can be seen, this
system along with many of the other pass ive systems makes this tower an
organism of time living off the elements and not relying on the cities power
supply. To the left are the pulley systems used to operate the hourly
as well as the hourly bell from the carillon.
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North and South elevations
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Time Lapsed Renderings
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The S tul and Moon indicate when to work, play, and sleep.
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Seasons tell us when to get up, get out, or stay in and hibernate.
79

The tower after construction has finished.
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The tower after many years of aging.
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Objet D' Art
Palimpsest and fOlUld objects

This Oliginal piece of art is used to expre ss the f1e"tirrg
natme of time. Through its construction of fOlUld
objects it shows that even the most mundane of things
can become an intricate part of a whole to inspire
and excite.
The large model on the previous page is constructed
using a similiar technique , taking scrap models from
fellow students and granting a new life. TIle model is
created out of four other models and is a testament to
the layering of time that exists within the thesis.
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"The earliest of achievements in precision mechanics, and the essential steps in its progress up to the
present day, must be credited to horology.. .. At a very early date clock makers devised tools with
which the most delicate operations of their trade could be accurately performed. .. they were led to
investigate the properties of the types of copper and steel used in their work, to study the thermal
expansion of metals the elasticity and resilience ofsprings. They invented and perfected machinesfor
the manufacture of some of their simpler tools. TIlliS, apart from strictly IlOrological inventions
thanks to which the precision of timepieces was continually improved, the clock makers placed at the
service of the science of mechanics an array of equipment which was constantly being perfected and
had only to be taken over, directly or indirectly, by the constmctors of instruments. "

- Maurice Damnas
Instruments Scientijiques
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